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Abstract 
  This thesis will address the development of tools for musculoskeletal system 
analysis, leveraging methodologies which have revolutionized the engineering domains.  
In particular, screw-theoretic modeling and analysis techniques, typically seen in the 
context of parallel robotic manipulators, will be used to develop an analysis framework 
that potentially can model, simulate, and analyze a redundant musculoskeletal system 
with (i) an adequate degree of speed and (ii) and adequate degree of redundancy 
resolution, such that it may facilitate real-time simulations and analyses.    
  The details of this framework will be examined within the context of a specific 
case scenario – the musculoskeletal analysis of the jaw closure of a saber-toothed cat 
(Smilodon-fatalis).   Specifically the skull, mandible, and masticatory muscles of the 
animal will be modeled as a redundantly actuated parallel manipulator.  This will serve as 
a low-resolution screw-theoretic computational model, inside which various redundancy 
resolution and optimization schemes will be employed to calculated the requisite muscle 
forces needed to produce a given desired bite force.  
  This screw-theoretic model will serve as the basis for the development of a 
MATLAB Graphical-User-Interface (GUI). The GUI will be used to parametrically 
analyze the requisite muscle forces in the system at a specified desired bite force and jaw 
gape angle.   In conjunction with the development of the analysis GUI a Simulink 
analysis model will be developed.  This will serve to iteratively examine the 
performance, accuracy and robustness of the screw-theoretic framework via the control 
and monitoring of a virtual representation (virtual prototype) of the skull/ mandible 
musculoskeletal system.      
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  Lastly, to initiate the extension of the proposed screw-theoretic framework, and 
simulations engines into real-time analyses a bite-testing mechanical prototype design 
will be proposed and examined.    
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1  Introduction 
  In recent years, every scientific arena has benefited from the ubiquitous 
availability of computational power and advances in creation of computational tools.   
Advances in the past decade in terms of improved infrastructure (computation, 
communication, and storage) as well as algorithms and methodologies (virtual 
prototyping, variable fidelity modeling) have revolutionized the engineering arenas, see 
Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 : Advancements in computational tools seen within the engineering arenas. 
While the engineering related fields have seen the greatest benefits, these advancements 
have been witnessed far lesser in other professional arenas. In particular, in traditional 
biological sciences such as anatomy, the lack of significant and useful computational 
tools hinders the ability of scientists to effectively and rapidly test various hypotheses in a 
rigorous and quantitative manner.  And thus, there is great consensus and expectation that    
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similar applications developed within the biological sciences domain could bring about 
similar advances. 
  However, there exist several problems when expanding there application into 
other scientific domains (e.g. biological sciences).  For example, a software application 
can not be readily adopted to simulate living tissue (e.g. muscles) when it was initially 
developed to analyze a mechanical system. Thus, there is a need for the development of 
problem specific/ specialized tools.   Also there exists a need for people to be familiar 
with or trained in the use of these tools and the supporting theory.  So currently there is a 
significant gap that is halting the integration of engineering tools and methodologies into 
other professional arenas.  Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to explore the integration 
and application of certain engineering principles and techniques into one of the candidate 
biological sciences fields - musculoskeletal system analysis.    
1.1  Problem Overview 
  Musculoskeletal system analysis can be defined as the study of the interaction 
between the muscles, bones, ligaments and other physiological properties associated with 
humans or animals that cause an external motion and/ or force.  This type of analysis has 
interested humans throughout history and has attracted the likes of many famous 
scientists, such as Aristotle, da Vinci, Galileo, and Borelli.      
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Figure 2: Figure of musculoskeletal systems depicted in Borelli’s second book “De Motu 
Animalium”, 1685.  (from Forster’s dissertation on human locomotion [1]).  
During the Renaissance the concept of iatro-physics or iatro-mechanics was developed, 
which tried to explain the bodily functions on a purely mechanical ground. This area of 
study made significant headway into the understanding of musculoskeletal systems, and 
has contributed to the development of modern day musculoskeletal analyses. [1]        
  Applying engineering methodologies to the analysis of a musculoskeletal system 
would first involve the development of appropriate models.  From an engineering 
standpoint a musculoskeletal system possesses similarities to an articulated multi-bodied 
system (see Figure 3) and can now be modeled as one; where the bones are treated as 
linkages coupled together at joints which are held together and actuated by ligaments and 
muscles.      
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Figure 3: Simple depiction of a musculoskeletal system modeled as an articulated linkage system. 
Representing a musculoskeletal system as a multi-bodied articulated system now allows 
us to employ analysis frameworks developed for such systems [2-10].  Such articulated 
systems are typically seen in the context of robotics research and development, allowing 
for the application of the various associated modeling and solution methodologies (e.g. 
parallel/ serial chain analysis, and Jacobian/ Screw-theoretic modeling techniques).      
 Musculoskeletal  analyses contain many possible research areas or problems, 
many of which can make use of the discussed engineering methods. For example, virtual 
and physical models of various animals can be (re-)created from CT scans of fossils or 
living animals and through the use of computational simulation tools the animals various 
actions and behaviors can be analyzed.  In particular, hypotheses about specific behaviors 
can now be analyzed for compatibility with the underlying physical system (and thus 
provide a powerful physics-based tool for systematic elimination of poor hypotheses). 
  In examining this process our efforts will be focused on one problem in particular, 
analyzing the bite and requisite muscle forces associated with the skull structure in 
members of the felid (cat) family.  However, this problem is still to large and we will    
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choose to explore the various critical aspects of this analysis in the context of a case 
scenario. 
1.2  Case scenario 
  The goal of the case study is to accurately model and simulate the bite forces and 
requisite muscle forces within in the skull/ mandible structure of members of the cat 
family (Figure 4), ranging from extinct saber-toothed cats to modern day large cats.   
Accurate information pertaining to skeletal geometry and the underlying articulated 
structure may be obtained from the various anatomical databases/ fossil records. 
Anatomical studies of modern-day large cats [11] also enable us to approximately locate 
the origin and insertion points of various associated jaw muscles.  Our goal is to use this 
information to estimate the muscle forces associated with an applied/ desired bite force 
and to use these muscle forces to virtually simulate the biting actions of the animal.  
 
Figure 4: Fossilized Skull/ Mandible of an Extinct Saber-toothed Cat 
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  Thus such studies can help provide a basis upon which scientists can hypothesize 
behavioral analyses of how such extinct animals killed their prey.  For example, having 
calculated the various muscle forces needed to produce certain bite forces and relating 
those forces to the muscle physiology of current large cats would allow scientists to infer 
the maximal bite force of the animal, and thus provide theoretical support to hypothesis 
on how these animal killed.    
  To this end, the underlying articulated structure and superimposed musculature 
can be modeled as a redundantly actuated parallel mechanism allowing us to bring the 
considerable literature in the domain of parallel manipulators [5, 9] to bear on this 
problem.  In particular, such musculoskeletal systems share a number of features with a 
subclass of parallel manipulators – cable-actuated robotic systems [2, 4]. Such systems 
require careful handling, principally due to the unidirectional nature of application of 
actuation forces through the attached cables. The analysis is undertaken using screw-
theoretic methods – which retain explicit geometric meaning in terms of lines of action, 
velocities, forces, and moments while providing a simplified analysis framework suitable 
for force analysis/optimization and muscle location studies.   The details associated with 
the development, modeling, and simulations of this case study are addressed in chapter 3 
of this thesis.  
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1.3  Related Work 
1.3.1  Articulated (Rigid) Mechanical System Analysis 
  In recent years there has been a significant increase in the use of computers not 
only for product design but also for product simulation.   By permitting designers to 
realistically, accurately and quantitatively prototype and test multiple intermediate 
models within a virtual environment, Virtual Prototyping (VP), also known as   
Simulation-Based Design (SBD), has rapidly gained popularity and become a crucial part 
of most engineering design processes [12].  This ability to prototype and test virtually 
provides engineers with several gains, mainly the knowledge about the actual operation 
and performance of their designs.   
  There exist several computational design and analysis programs that allow 
engineers to model and simulate their designs in a controlled virtual environment.  Some 
of the more well known simulation packages include MSC.VisualNastran4D, ADAMS, 
Pro-Mechanica, COSMOS, and FEMLAB.   All of these tools posses the ability to take 
product models developed in CAD environments such as Pro-Engineer or SolidWorks 
and simulate and analyze the design performance of the product.   An example of the use 
of such a tool is illustrated in Figure 5 which depicts the simulation and analysis of an 
automobile steering/ suspension system examined within MSC.VisualNastran4D.      
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Figure 5: MSC VisualNastran 4D simulation of an automobile suspension. 
The purpose the simulation depicted above is to analyze the tension present in the 
steering arm during a simulated series of turns.  This is just one example of the use of 
such simulation tools; their application can be extended to encompass an infinite variety 
designs and analyses. The use and implementation of these types of computational tools 
into the design process now allows for the rapid testing and redesign of various products, 
thus shortening the overall product design cycle.      
  Although current programs are extremely successful at handling relatively simple 
engineering designs, limitations arise when dealing with simulations containing high 
degrees of complexity.   Phenomena such as simple physics, statics, dynamics, solid 
mechanics, simple contact, and friction are readily handled by current design analysis 
tools.   These tools also exhibit the ability to perform finite-element-analyses (FEA) and 
motion simulations either independently or simultaneously, with their performance 
examined and controlled via linked controller program/ algorithm (e.g. Simulink).   The    
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shortcomings of these tools can be seen when examining simulations involving complex 
geometries, multiple contacts, and redundancy. 
1.3.2  Musculoskeletal System Analysis 
  Unlike traditional engineering systems, musculoskeletal systems inherently 
possess considerable irregularities and redundancies – characteristics which cannot be 
readily handled by the traditional articulated mechanical system tools discussed in the 
previous section, and thus this requires the development of suitable alternatives.     
Complex skeletal geometries and highly redundant actuation schemes are a few of the 
characteristics that are present in any given musculoskeletal system, thus the tools used to 
analyze such systems need to take these characteristics into account.       
1.3.2.1  Muscle Modeling  
  Muscles are composed primarily of skeletal muscle fibers, but also contain a 
certain amount of connective tissue, and abundant blood vessels and nerves.   From this it 
can be said that muscles are extremely complex systems, thus within the context of the 
development of tools for musculoskeletal analysis the actuation of the muscles needs to 
be modeled carefully. Several authors have explored the physiological details of how 
muscles perform [13-15], although from and engineering standpoint we only are 
interested in the application of the muscle forces.   In simplifying the description of how 
a muscle system produces a desired force or motion, muscles act in antagonistic pairs 
such that during a given motion the muscles only produce force in one direction, 
contraction, [14].   Adopting this into the modeling of muscles within analysis tools we    
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will consider the muscles to take on the form of linear actuators which can only produce 
force in one direction.         
  Within any given musculoskeletal system a multiple number of muscles are used 
to produce a given single degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion, thus there exists a high 
degree of redundancy within the system which has to resolved.   Within the body this 
resolution is handled by the brain, which defines the recruitment and actuation strategy of 
the muscle system to produce the desired motion.  In the development of tools for the 
analysis of such systems this resolution scheme has to be defined.      
1.3.2.2  Redundancy  
  A typical mathematical model of a musculoskeletal system consists of a linkage 
mechanism of rigid bodies and the use of actuators to represent the muscles.  The degrees 
of freedom (DOF) of a mechanism are the number of independent parameters or inputs 
needed to specify the configuration of the mechanism completely [9].   Redundancy 
arises when the number of independent parameters or actuator inputs (i.e. forces, torques, 
velocities, etc) is greater than the degrees of freedom of the system.   Figure 6 illustrates 
simply, examples of redundant and non-redundant systems with varying degrees of 
freedom.        
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Figure 6: Example of non-redundant (a) & (c) and redundant (b) & (d) systems. 
The inherent redundancy present in musculoskeletal systems generates difficulties when 
analyzing both the forward and inverse dynamics of the system. The forward dynamics 
study involves computing known motions, which for redundant systems generally has no 
unique solution. The computation of muscle forces that generate a given motion or force 
is known as the inverse dynamics problem and is the area which we are focusing our 
efforts.  For redundant systems the inverse dynamics problem becomes indeterminate and 
effective redundancy resolution methodologies are critical.  We note that their exists 
quite a body of literature addressing the issues of redundancy resolution in the context of 
articulated mechanical systems, [2, 3, 5, 8, 16, 17], which will serve as the starting point 
for our explorations.         
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1.3.3  Musculoskeletal Analysis Software Tools 
  In recent years tools have been developed specifically for the analysis of 
musculoskeletal systems.   Within the context of this research effort the application of 
two of these tools, SIMM and AnyBody, were examined.  
1.3.3.1  SIMM 
 SIMM  or  Software for Interactive Musculoskeletal Modeling is a biomechanics 
software toolkit developed by Musculographics Inc.   Within this software the user has 
the ability to construct, model, animate, and analyze a musculoskeletal system within a 
three-dimensional environment.   This software differs from the traditional articulated 
mechanical system analysis packages in that is was designed specifically to simulate 
systems consisting of bones, muscles, ligaments, and tendons.   Figure 7 below depicts an 
example simulation performed using the SIMM. 
 
Figure 7: Walking simulation performed within SIMM (Courtesy Musculographics Inc.) 
Within a SIMM model each musculoskeletal system consists of representations of bones, 
muscles, ligaments… etc.   SIMM enables the analysis of a musculoskeletal system by 
calculating the joint moments that each muscle can produce at any given body position.   
The resultant motion and muscle force properties can then be analyzed and visualized    
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with the SIMM environment.  The exploration of the capabilities of the SIMM 
musculoskeletal analysis software has been examined by many authors both in the 
context of  musculoskeletal system analysis,  [18], and its adaptation and expansion into 
the development other musculoskeletal system analysis tools, [19].  
1.3.3.2  AnyBody 
  Another musculoskeletal modeling and analysis program that is rapidly gaining 
popularity is AnyBody.   This software was developed as part of the The AnyBody Project 
at Aalborg University in Denmark.  The software was developed to parametrically 
analyze detailed musculoskeletal systems of both humans and animals.  Below, in Figure 
8, is a picture of a musculoskeletal simulation performed within AnyBody.    
 
Figure 8:  Musculoskeletal model simulation performed within the Anybody Modeling System. 
  AnyBody is a script based analysis program such that writing code is necessary to 
develop the musculoskeletal system models.   It uses its own scripting language, Any 
Script, which is an object oriented language similar to C++ or Java Script.  This software 
also has the capability to perform analyses on complex musculoskeletal models.  This    
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complexity encompasses the model geometry, the number of muscles, dynamic changes 
in muscles position, and of degrees of freedom of the system.   Within the program 
musculoskeletal and physiological properties such as muscle forces, joint reactions, 
metabolism, mechanical work, and efficiency can be examined for a given system.       
  Several musculoskeletal system simulations have been performed using this 
software and example simulations can be seen on the AnyBody website 
(anybody.auc.dk).   More specifically in conjunction with this research effort the 
capabilities and application of this software toward modeling and simulating the skull/ 
mandible musculoskeletal system of an extinct saber-toothed cat (Smilodon-Fatalis) was 
explored in depth by Konakanchi, [20].  Figure 9 depicts the AnyBody simulation model 
used by Konakanchi in his analysis. 
 
Figure 9:  AnyBody simulation model skull/ mandible musculoskeletal system of the Smilodon.  
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1.4  Research Issues    
1.4.1 Application of Existing Tools to Musculoskeletal Analysis  
  In examining the current state of the art tools used both for traditional articulated 
mechanical system analysis (1.3.1) and musculoskeletal system analysis (1.3.3) we 
realize that they lack the ability to facilitate a rapid real-time musculoskeletal system 
analysis framework.  While the traditional articulated mechanical system tools exhibit the 
ability to rapidly design, test, and control systems within a real-time framework their 
shortcomings become apparent when dealing with highly complex systems.   On the other 
hand the ability does exist for highly detailed musculoskeletal models to be developed 
with the use of the discussed musculoskeletal modeling/ analysis tools.   However, the 
use of these tools requires extensive programming and knowledge of the physiological 
properties of the system.  Thus, the required modeling detail hinders the ability to adapt 
these tools into a rapid real-time analysis framework.  
  From the examination of the existing computational tools and their inability to 
facilitate real-time analysis frameworks for musculoskeletal system analysis we define 
our research goal.    
1.4.2  Research Goal 
  We define the goal of this effort as the development of computational tools that 
can analyze a redundant musculoskeletal system with (i) adequate degree of speed and 
(ii) accurate redundancy resolution, so that they may be employed in a real-time model 
based control framework.         
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  The speed of execution becomes extremely important when adapting simulation 
models into real-time analysis frameworks.  The simulation performance is highly 
dependent on the amount of calculations performed within the model analysis, thus the 
modeling approach adopted must take this into account.  Newtonian or Lagrangian 
modeling methodologies are typically seen within the context of the traditional 
articulated mechanical system tools.  While these methodologies can be readily adopted 
for real-time analysis, there performance can be hindered by the large amount of 
constraints and equations necessary to completely define complex or redundant systems.   
Thus, within the context of this work a screw-theoretic modeling and analysis framework 
is implemented.   Due to the performance of the muscles within any given 
musculoskeletal system the solution methodology adopted to resolve the actual muscle 
forces must take into account the inherent unidirectional application of these forces.   
 Screw-theoretic  modeling  methodologies  provide a convenient modeling platform 
while also allowing for the relatively simple implementation of various optimization and 
redundancy resolution schemes.  This allows for the appropriate definition of the muscle 
forces within the system while allowing the model to retain its explicit geometric 
meanings in terms of lines of action, forces, velocities, and moments, thus providing the 
desired modeling and calculation performance characteristics.  The details encompassed 
with the development of the screw-theoretic modeling framework will be addressed in 
detail in the latter portions of this work. 
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1.5  Thesis Organization  
  The rest of the thesis will be organized as follows.  Chapter 2 will introduce the 
relevant supporting mathematic theory and engineering principals.   In Chapter 3 a screw-
theoretic model is developed and implemented within a MATLAB GUI to perform 
inverse analyses on a musculoskeletal system.  The extension of this model into a virtual 
Simulink analysis framework that allows for iterative studies is examined in Chapter 4.  
The design and development a mechanical model, for Hardware-in-the-Loop testing as 
well as its incorporation into the real-time analysis framework is covered in Chapter 0.   
The extension and continuation of this work is addressed within Chapter 5 and lastly a 
brief discussion and conclusion are given in Chapter 6.    
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2  Background  
2.1  Screw Theoretic Modeling  
2.1.1  Line Coordinates and Line Vectors 
 
Figure 10: Schematic depicting two methods to define lines in space; a) Intersection with two 
coordinate planes, & b) Using a set of vectors and directions. 
  In this section we will briefly summarize the formulation of various lines and 
finite screws. For more details see Kumar, Waldron, Chirikjian, and Lipkin [21].  The 
underlying basis for screw based modeling is a line.  A line in space may be completely 
defined in terms of its intercepts with two mutually orthogonal planes, for example in 
Figure 10a the coordinates of the intercepts with the XZ and YZ planes completely define 
the line.  Thus changing any of the four independent parameters (4-DOF),  11 22 (,, ,) x zyz, 
would yield a different line.    
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  Alternately, a line in space can also be defined as shown in Figure 10b. The line 
can be completely specified by defining u as a vector parallel to line l, and ρ as the 
position vector to any point on line l.  Requiring u be a unit vector such that,   
  1 ⋅= uu        (2.1)   
allows us to define ρ as:  
  o α =+ ρρ u        (2.2) 
where, 
  () ( ) 0 oo α +× = × ⋅ = ρ uuρ uu        (2.3) 
 
Letting  0 α = , yields  o = ρρ  which represents the shortest distance vector from the origin 
to the line.  Note that the line can now be described completely using the two vectors (six 
parameters)  [ ] 123
T uuu = u  and  [ ] 123
T ρ ρρ = ρ , subject to the two following 
constraints. 
  1 ⋅= uu        (2.4) 
  ()0 ×⋅ = ρ uu        (2.5) 
Using these relations Julius Plücker developed a set of homogeneous coordinates, known 
as Plücker coordinates, to define lines [21].  These coordinates are comprised of two 
vectors, the first of which is the vector parallel to the line. 
  [ ]
T LMN = u        (2.6) 
The second vector is the moment of the line about the origin of the reference frame.    
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  [ ]
T
oo PQR =×= ×= u ρ u ρ u        (2.7) 
Requiring the Plücker coordinates to satisfy equation (2.5) yields the so called quadratic 
identity. 
  0 LP MQ NR ++ =        (2.8) 
Thus any arbitrary vector,  ∈
6 vR , satisfying equation (2.8) is a line vector.  Now further 
requiring that the Plücker coordinates be normalized such that  [ ]
T LMN = u  is a unit 
vector, as in equation (2.4), a second condition can be defined. 
 
22 2 1 LM N ++=        (2.9) 
Thus any arbitrary vector,  ∈
6 vR , satisfying equations (2.8) and (2.9) is called a unit 
line vector.  
2.1.2  Screw Coordinates  
 
Figure 11: Schematic of a general unit screw. 
  The displacement of a rigid body can be defined as a screw displacement or a 
twist, such that its motion can be broken down into a rotation about a unique axis (or line) 
and a translation about the same unique axis called the screw axis (Figure 11).  Any    
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screw displacement can be described using the screw coordinates coordinate system.   
Adopting the convention seen in Tsai’s literature [9], we can define a general screw, 
[ ] 123456 ˆ T SSSSSS = $ , as a linear combination of two unit screws (line vectors) 
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       (2.10) 
Where  ˆ u is a unit vector pointing along the direction of the screw axis,  0 ˆˆ ˆ λ =×+ ur uu
   is 
the moment of the screw axis about the origin of a reference frame, λ  is the pitch of the 
screw, equation (2.11), defined as the ratio of translation to rotation, and s is the 





=        (2.11) 
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123 sSSS =+ +        (2.12) 
This convention can be used to describe motions in both two and three dimensional 
spaces.  Equation  (2.10) is the general form of a screw in a three dimensional space, in 
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ru u          (2.13)   
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2.1.3  Twists and Wrenches 
  Screw coordinates are extensively used in both velocity and force analysis 
problems.  When dealing with velocities of rigid bodies in space, a twist vector can be 
defined using the underlying screw basis as: 









       (2.14) 
Where  n ω  is the angular velocity of the body and  o v   is the linear velocity of a point on 
the body that is instantaneously coincident with the origin of a reference frame in which 
the screws are expressed [9].  Similarly forces can be represented using the underlying 
screw vector and screw coordinates as a wrench: 









       (2.15) 
Where  o F   is the force applied at a point on the body in terms of the reference frame in 
which the screws are expressed and  n M   is the moment created by  o F  at the origin of the 
same reference frame.  It is important to note that multiple twists or wrenches can be 
combined and represented as a single twist or wrench acting on a body.  For greater 
details on screw theory and such screw based motion and force descriptions see Kumar 
[21] and Tsai [9].     
2.1.4  Reciprocal Screws 
  When modeling a multi-body system using screw coordinates the reciprocity 
properties associated with the given screws in that system provide convenient methods    
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for calculating the actuator and joint forces inherent in the system.  Following  the 















u ru u       (2.16) 
This screw (equation (2.16)) is said to be defined in axis coordinates, in contrast it is 
sometimes useful to define screws in ray coordinates.  Therefore, we define a general unit 
screw defined in ray coordinates to take on the following form. 
0













    (2.17) 
  Having defined the above relations we can now define the reciprocity relation 
between screws.  If a screw  1 ˆ $  is reciprocal to another screw  2 ˆ $  then the following 
mathematical relation can be given. 
12 1 21 , 2 , 1 2 ˆˆˆ ˆˆˆ ˆ ˆ 0 ⊗= ⋅=⋅ + ⋅=
r
00 $$$ $u u uu        (2.18) 
Extending this relation to encompass twists and wrenches, a screw  1 ˆ $  is reciprocal to 
screw  2 ˆ $  if every wrench along  1 ˆ $  does no work when applied to a rigid body 
constrained to twist about screw  2 ˆ $ , [7].   
  For a given screw system of order n,  12 ˆˆ ˆ
n ⎡ ⎤ = ⎣ ⎦ $$ $ $ … , there exist 6 - n 
reciprocal screws in three dimensions and 3 - n  reciprocal screws in two dimensions. 
These associated reciprocal screws form a reciprocal screw system, who’s components 
represent the Selectively Non-Reciprocal Screws (SNRS),  k W  , associated with each 
screw in the screw system , i $ .  A selectively non-reciprocal screw,  k W , in the given    
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screw system will be reciprocal all other screws except the given screw, and may be 
defined as:   
  $0 , ki Wk j ⊗= ≠        (2.19) 
For example, given a three-system screw,  123 ˆˆˆ ⎡ ⎤ = ⎣ ⎦ $$ $$  ,  2 W  is the selectively non-














       (2.20) 
In matrix form equation (2.20) becomes: 
  13 2 ˆˆ 0
T
⎡⎤ = ⎣⎦ $$ W        (2.21) 
Where now  2 W  can be defined as the left null space of the matrix  13 ˆˆ
T
⎡ ⎤ ⎣ ⎦ $$. See [5, 7, 
9, 21] for more information pertaining to the development of reciprocal screws.  
2.2  Articulated Multi-body Systems  
  Articulated multi-body systems are commonplace throughout engineering and are 
seen extensively in robotic and mechatronic systems. Such are in use is many commercial 
and industrial applications, and can be both extremely complex and relatively simple, see 
Figure 12.     
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Figure 12:  Examples of various Articulated Multi-Body Systems. 
 
These systems can be identified as ones possessing multiple bodies or links that are 
connected by various joints and whose motion is governed by various motion and force 
constraints (actuators, motors, springs ... etc).   Similarly musculoskeletal systems can be 
modeled as articulated multi-bodied systems, where the bones are the bodies or links, the 
ligaments connecting the bones help form the joints and the various muscles now act as 
actuators providing motion to the system.   Articulated multi-body systems have been 
treated in the form of serial chain manipulators, parallel chain manipulators, or a 
combination of both serial and parallel chain manipulators  (hybrid  chains).   
Musculoskeletal systems feature both serial and parallel architectures and many 
musculoskeletal systems possess a hybrid serial-parallel structure.          
2.2.1  Serial Chain Manipulators 
  Serial chain manipulators consist of several links that are connected in series by 
various types of joints, typically revolute or prismatic. In any serial chain one end of the 
manipulator is grounded, the base, and the other is free to move in space, the end-   
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effector, see Figure 13. Because of this serial chain manipulators are often called open-
loop-manipulators. [9]  Due to their serial architecture, and cantilevered construction, 
these types of mechanism have a relatively low load capacity and are typically used for 
non-contact path following applications such as painting or welding.      
 
Figure 13: Examples of Serial Chain Manipulators. 
2.2.2   Parallel Chain Manipulators      
  In contrast, parallel chain manipulators generally have a large load carrying 
capacity, which allows for their use in technology such as flight simulators or machining 
heads. Such parallel manipulators, sometimes called platform-manipulators  typically 
consist of a moving platform which is connected to a grounded base via several limbs or 
legs, see Figure 14.  This allows an external load to be shared by each leg in the system, 
enabling the manipulator to support large loads. The number of limbs in a parallel 
manipulator is usually equal to the number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of the system, 
such that every limb is controlled by an actuator which is mounted on or near the    
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grounded base.    Having less limbs/actuators than DOF results in uncontrollable system 
movements and having more limbs/actuators than DOF results in a system redundancy 
which has to be resolved.   
 
Figure 14: Examples of Parallel Chain Manipulators. 
2.2.3  Forward and Inverse Kinematics/ Dynamics  
    The first stage in the analysis of an articulated multi-bodied system is the 
kinematic analysis.  In this stage the various (constrained) motions of the multi-bodied 
system are examined, typically without regard to the forces/ actuations needed to achieve 
the motion.  In the second (dynamic) stage, one also considers the effect of the inertial/ 
mass distribution of the manipulators links as well as the actuation requirements of the 
system.  
  There exist two sets of spaces in an articulated multi-bodied system, the joint 
space and the end-effector or task space.  This allows a combination of analyses to be 
defined, forward kinematics, forward dynamics, inverse kinematics, and inverse 
dynamics, as shown in Figure 15.    
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Forward Kinematics/ Dynamics 
-  Transform joint coordinates to end-effector 
coordinates. 
-  One unique solution. 
-  Used for simulation. 
Inverse Kinematics/ Dynamics 
-  Transform end-effector coordinates to joint 
coordinates. 
-  Multiple possible solutions.  
-  Used for control. 
Figure 15: Comparison of Forward and Inverse Kinematics/ Dynamics.  
Forward kinematics/ dynamics analyses are employed when the properties such as joint 
angles or joint torques are known and the end-effector or task space properties need to be 
calculated. In contrast, inverse kinematics /dynamics analyses are used when the 
properties of the end-effector space are known and their joints space equivalents need to 
be found.  In the context of the case study of bite force estimation in members of the felid 
family introduced above (Section 1.2), we will primarily focus on the inverse case.   
Performing inverse kinematics/ dynamics analyses to calculate the muscle forces needed 
to produce a specific given bite force.      
2.2.4  Screw Based Jacobian Analysis of Articulated Systems   
  When performing kinematic or dynamic analyses on articulated multi-body 
systems a Jacobian based analysis provides a convenient methodology to relate the joint    
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and task spaces of the system. For example, the following equations can be used to define 





















       (2.23) 
  12 ˆˆ ˆ
n ⎡⎤ = ⎣⎦ J$ $ $          (2.24) 
Equation (2.22) defines the velocity analysis relationship and equation (2.23) defines the 
force analysis relationship where  t $  and  w $  are the screw vectors representing the end-
effector twist and the end-effector wrench respectively, the vectors  q    and F represents 
the joint velocities and the joint torques/forces respectively, and the matrix [ ] J  is the 
Jacobian matrix of the system whose column vectors,  12 ˆˆ ˆ
n ⎡ ⎤ ⎣ ⎦ $$ $   ,  correspond to 
the unit screws of each joint in the system.  A detailed example of developing the screw 
based Jacobian of an RRP serial chain manipulator is shown in Appendix A.1.     
  From a mathematical standpoint the analysis of parallel chain manipulators is 
significantly more difficult than the analysis of serial chain manipulators.   The inherent 
architecture of a parallel chain manipulator consist of several links and limbs which form 
several closed-loops, making the various motion and force analyses rather complex.  In 
contrast serial architectures contain only open-loop chains, making the various analyses 
relatively simple.  The analysis of a parallel chain manipulator will be addressed in the 
context of the case study. Several authors have also explored in detail the analysis of both 
serial and parallel chain manipulators, [3, 5, 6, 8, 9].             
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3  Case Scenario: Musculoskeletal Analysis of the Jaw Closure 
of the Smilodon   
  The aim of this case study, as discussed in section 1.2, is to accurately model and 
simulate the skull/ mandible musculoskeletal structure of members of the felid family, 
ranging from extinct saber-toothed cats to modern day large cats.  The animal which this 
study primarily examines is the Smilodon (Figure 16), an extinct saber-toothed feline.   
 
Figure 16: Simlodon Skeleton 
Using information from current anatomical databases and records from similar living 
mammals the skull/ mandible musculoskeletal structure of the Smilodon will be modeled 
as a redundantly actuated parallel chain manipulator. Thus, allowing us to bring to bear 
the relevant theory outlined in the previous sections. In doing so, our aim is to accurately 
calculate the muscle forces needed to generate a specific desired bite force.  Although 
this specific study only examines one animal, the modeling and simulation methodologies 
developed can be readily adapted to analyze other animals and their musculoskeletal 
systems.        
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3.1  Preliminary Simulations 
  Several preliminary simulations were performed to try and estimate the muscle 
forces and or bite force of the Smilodon.   These simulations were performed using the 
traditional articulated mechanical system engineering CAD (computer-aided-design) and 
simulation tools.  
3.1.1  Virtual Simulation of a Mechanical Saber-Toothed Cat 
  The first preliminary simulation performed was the virtual recreation and 
simulation of the mechanical saber-toothed cat depicted in the 2000 Discovery Channel 
Special, “SaberTooth” [22].   
 
Figure 17: Virtual Recreation of Discovery Channel’s Mechanical Saber-toothed Cat. 
Figure 17 depicts the mechanism shown in the Discovery Channel Special and our 
recreation of the model in SolidWorks. After successfully generating a virtual model a 
simple bite force simulation was set up and performed within the dynamic simulation 
software MSC.VisualNastran4D.      
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Figure 18: MSC.VisualNastran4D Bite Force Simulation of Virtual Mechanical Saber-toothed Cat 
Figure 18 illustrates the various steps involved in the VisualNastran simulation. The 
simulation was performed using two models/ set-ups of the mechanical system; a 
prescribed motion model Figure 18a and a bite model Figure 18b.  The prescribed motion 
model was used to measure the necessary actuator force needed to produce a desired jaw 
velocity.   This actuator force was then used as the input force within the bite model, and 
the reaction/ bite-force of the system was measured.  VisualNastran is unable to simulate 
material – material penetration; as a result of this the resultant bite-force that was 
measured during the simulation was the contact force between the teeth and the 
contacting material, or more simply just the resultant static balancing force to the force 
applied by the actuator, see Figure 19.  This simulation proved useful in modeling and 
simulating the actions the Discovery Channel mechanical model but limitations arose 
within this simulation when attempting to use redundant actuators within the prescribed 
motion simulation.       
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Figure 19: Bite Force Results from MSC.VisualNastran4D Simulation 
3.1.2  Virtual Prototyping of the Smilodon using Fossil Records 
  Another simulation that was performed was the modeling of the saber-toothed cat 
using actual fossil data.   Having employed forward dynamics in the simulation of the 
mechanical model an inverse approach was undertaken during this simulation.  Using 
data from medical/ CT scans of Smilodon fossils, the actual skull and mandible geometry 
were able to be recreated virtually, see Figure 20.         
 
Figure 20: Virtual Recreation of Skull/ Mandible Structure from Fossil Records. 
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 Using this geometry a VisualNastran simulation was developed, its purpose being the 
calculation of the actuator (muscle) forces necessary to produce a given bite force, see 
Figure 21.    
 
Figure 21: MSC.VisualNastran4D Inverse Dynamic Bite Force Simulation of the Smilodon. 
         
Constraints were placed on the system to represent muscles (linear actuators), and the 
skull/ mandible interaction (revolute joint).   An external force was used to represent the 
desired bite force and was applied to the skull as user-specified input to the system. The 
simulation and analysis of the system met with limitations due the software’s inability to 
handle the redundancy present in the system (more actuators than degrees-of-freedom), in 
terms of resolving this redundancy in an inverse-dynamics setting. This coupled with the 
inability of the prescribed motion model to resolve actuator redundancy provided the 
motivation for the development of the screw-theoretic model and Simulink analysis 
framework described in the sections below.       
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3.2  System Modeling 
  Having attempted various bite/ muscle force simulations using traditional 
engineering tools and having found them to be relatively inadequate at handling the 
inherent redundancies and complex geometries associated with musculoskeletal systems 
led to the development of our own musculoskeletal system model.  Adopting 
methodologies from the analysis of articulated multi-body systems and more specifically 
screw-theoretic modeling techniques, the musculoskeletal system of the feline will be 
modeled as a redundantly actuated parallel chain manipulator, see Figure 22.  This model 
will serve as a low-resolution computational platform, and will provide the basis for the 
development of a bite/ muscle force analysis MATLAB GUI and a Simulink analysis 
framework. 
Figure 22: Illustration of the incorporation of articulated multi-body system analysis into 
musculoskeletal system analysis. 
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During the development of the screw-theoretic model several assumptions were made. 
For simplification, the system is only considered to act in the plane, thus we assume a 
two-dimensional model.  The skull (upper jaw) and mandible (lower jaw) are considered 
to be rigid bodies where the mandible is assumed to be grounded in space.  In the felid 
family, the motion of the jaws can be  very closely approximated as a pure rotation [11].  
Thus we assume the skull to be attached to the mandible via a revolute joint (with axis 
normal to the display plane).  Lastly, all muscles included in the system are simplified 
and considered to act along the line of action joining the muscle’s origin and insertion 
points.  
 
Figure 23: Schematic illustrating model nomenclature 
   A simple nomenclature was developed to represent the muscle, joint, and force 
characteristics of the model. The three main coordinate systems are shown in Figure 23.  
The Inertial (Fixed) Frame, () 00 , X Y , is fixed in space and is the principal calculation 
frame of the model.  An Upper Jaw Frame, ( ) , UU X Y , is attached to the skull (upper jaw)    
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and is related to the inertial frame through the jaw gape angle, θ , and an Inertial End 
Effector Frame, () , EE X Y , is created with the application point of the external/ desired or 
bite force. 
  Each muscle consists of a revolute joint on the upper jaw ( ) , ri U  a revolute joint 
on the lower jaw () , ri L  and a prismatic joint( ) i P . Hence each muscle is modeled as a 
Revolute-Prismatic-Revolute (RPR) serial chain manipulator, as seen in Figure 23.  A 
total of nm such muscles are assumed to couple the upper and lower jaws.  
O
U R  is a 
rotation matrix that relates coordinates of the upper jaw frame to coordinates of the 
inertial frame.    
 





















= ⎡⎤ ⎣⎦ RR        (3.2)   
  The external bite force,  E F , is assumed to be applied at the origin of the end 
effector frame ( ) ,
UU



















       ( 3 . 3 )      
Now, using (3.1) and (3.2) all of the joint locations and various joint forces can be 
transformed and expressed in the inertial frame.    
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3.2.1  Screw Theoretic Model   
  Being set up as a parallel chain manipulator the initial step in the development of 
the screw-theoretic model is the derivation of the appropriate Jacobian relationships for 
every serial chain present in the system.   This particular system contains  1 m n +  serial 
chains, where  m n  corresponds to the number of muscles (RPR serial chains) present in 
the system and the 1 corresponds to the serial chain created by the revolute joint that joins 
the upper and lower jaws.  In applying the techniques illustrated in the analysis of serial 
chain manipulators (Section 2.2.4 & Appendix A.1) we are able to define the end effector 
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      (3.4) 
  [ ] ,0 0 0 0 0 ˆ
t θ ⎡ ⎤ == ⎣ ⎦ $J q $            (3.5) 
The column vectors that make up the Jacobian matrix,  ,, , ˆˆ ˆ
iU r i P i L r i ⎡ ⎤ = ⎣ ⎦ J$ $$, correspond 
to the unit screws associated with each joint in the i
th  RPR serial chain.  Similarly, 
00 ˆ ⎡⎤ = ⎣⎦ J$  corresponds to the unit screw created by the jaw joint.  All of these joints are 
either revolute or prismatic, thus we can define their corresponding units screws using 





































































         (3.9) 
 
Figure 24: Illustration depicting the systems various unit direction and distance vectors. 
Figure 24 illustrates the various vectors needed to generate these unit screws, equations 
(3.6) thru (3.9).  The unit direction vectors corresponding to the revolute joints all point 
out of the XY plane and thus can be defined as follows. 
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uuu        ( 3 . 1 0 )     
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Similarly the unit direction vector of the prismatic joint is considered to point along the 
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     ( 3 . 1 1 )  
The distance vectors correspond to the distance from the end-effector frame to the 























































       ( 3 . 1 4 )  
It is important to note that all the above quantities are expressed in the inertial fixed 
frame.  Now, combining equations  (3.4)  thru (3.14) and simplifying the unit screws to 
their two dimensional form, equation (2.13), the Jacobian matrices for all serial chains 
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J        ( 3 . 1 6 )  
  After successfully generating the Jacobian relationships for all the serial chains in 
the system, we next must find the selectively-non-reciprocal-screws (SNRS’s) associated 
with the active joints in the system.  Employing the equations and basic principals 
outlined in section  2.1.4 we define a SNRS as a screw which is reciprocal to all screws 
except the given screw, see equation (3.17). 
{ } ,,
ˆ 0, , ,
ki ji r r kj U P L k j W$ ⊗ = ∀ = ≠      ( 3 . 1 7 )  
Our aim is the calculation of the muscle forces necessary to produce a given bite force, 
thus the prismatic joints are considered to be the active joints in the system.   Having 
defined the general form of the SNRS’s in our system we use equation (3.17) to define 

















       ( 3 . 1 8 )  
Following equations (2.20) and (2.21), equation (3.18) can be represented in a matrix 
form. 
  , 0
T
iP i ⎡⎤ = ⎡⎤ ⎣⎦ ⎣⎦ JW          ( 3 . 1 9 )     
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Where  ,, ˆˆ
iU r i L r i ⎡⎤ = ⎣⎦ J$ $    is a modified Jacobian matrix whose column vectors correspond 
only to the unit screws associated with the in-active joints of the i
th RPR serial chain.   
From this it can be said that mathematically,  , P i W  corresponds to the left null space of 
i J   .  Similarly we define the SNRS associated with serial chain generated by the revolute 
jaw joint. 
  [] 00 ˆ 0
T
⎡⎤ = ⎣⎦ $W        ( 3 . 2 0 )  
Collecting the SNRS’s for the prismatic joints of all the RPR serial chains and the SNRS 
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         ( 3 . 2 1 )  
Where 
T
wz x y MFF ⎡⎤ = ⎣⎦ $  is the external wrench created by the application of the 
external bite force  E F , and f  represents the wrench intensities to the corresponding 
selectively non-reciprocal wrenches [ ] W , which in this case correspond to the 
magnitudes of the muscle forces () 1 m n f f …  and the reaction forces at the jaw joint 
() 00 ,
x y f f . 
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3.2.2  Redundancy Resolution Scheme 
  Redundancy arises in the system due to the existence of more actuators (muscles) 
than degrees of freedom in the model.   This system possesses only one degree of 
freedom,  .. 1 DOF= , thus having  1 m n >   will yield a redundancy that must be resolved.  
There exist several methodologies for handling redundancy, as addressed in section 
1.3.2.2.  We have chosen to implement a typical pseudo-inverse based solution 
methodology due to its relatively easy computational implementation and incorporation 
into optimization.     
  Given the system equilibrium equation, (3.21) , a pseudo-inverse based solution to 










   
       ( 3 . 2 2 )  
Where 
# W  is the pseudo-inverse of the SNRS matrix W, and since the system under 
consideration is almost always redundantly actuated, i.e.  ( ) 2 m mn < + , the pseudo-
inverse 
# W  can be computed as: 
  ( )
1 # TT WW W W
−
=        ( 3 . 2 3 )  
The first term of equation (3.22) corresponds to the particular solution () P f  and the 
second term corresponds to the homogeneous solution ( ) h f . As shown by Kumar [8], 
these terms can be interpreted as the equilibrating force field and interaction force field 
respectively  The equilibrating force field gives the least squares solution to the problem,  
and we can now add multiples of the interaction force field without changing the output.     
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This becomes important because we will require the wrench intensities corresponding to 
the muscle forces ( ) 1 m n f f …
 
to be positive, and the interaction force field can now be 
used to ensure the satisfaction of this condition. 
 
3.2.3  Muscle Optimization  
  Due to the redundancy in the system, solving the system equilibrium equation in 
the inverse dynamics setting will yield an indeterminate solution. Examining equation 
(3.22), there exists an infinite set of  possible solutions (z   can take on any possible 
value).  To resolve this indeterminacy we make use of optimization.  We have developed 
two optimization schemes; the first minimizes the actual muscle (actuator) forces and the 
second minimizes the activity of the muscles.  In our model we assume that the muscles 
exert the minimum amount of energy necessary to produce the desired bite force, and it is 
also known that muscles can only produce force in one direction, [14], thus both 
optimization routines contain constraints that require the force/ activity of the muscles to 
be minimized yet remain positive.    
 
3.2.3.1  Force Optimization  
  We first discuss the optimization of the muscle forces. The pseudo-inverse 
solution to the system equilibrium equation, equation (3.22), can be re-written as the 
following. 
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       ( 3 . 2 4 )     
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  () ()
#
22 mm nn +× + − = ⎡⎤ ⎣⎦ IW W H        ( 3 . 2 5 )  
The term Hz    now represents the null space component, or homogeneous term of the 
solution.   By changing the values of the z   vector we can modify the value of the output 
while ensuring the solution remains in the solution space of the system equilibrium 
equation.  This vector z   contains  ( ) 21 m n + ×  components which now represent the 
design variables within our optimization.  Within the system the H matrix is typically 
found to be rank deficient; 
  () () 2 m rank n <+ H        ( 3 . 2 6 )  
resulting in non-independent components within the null space solution.  The length of 
the vector z  , and thus the number design variables, can be reduced by finding the full 
rank null space of the system.   The full rank null space component of the system can be 
found by performing a singular value decomposition of the H matrix.   
  ( )
T svd ⎡⎤ ∑= ⎣⎦ UV H             (3.27)  
The matrices U  and V now represent the orthonormalized eigenvectors of 
T HH  and 
T HH  respectively, and the matrix Σ  contains the singular values of H along its 
diagonal in descending order, [23].  From this we define ρ  as the number of columns of 
Σ  containing non-zero singular values.   The full rank null space of H,  ′ S , can now be 
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Using equation (3.28) the pseudo-inverse solution (3.24) can be rewritten as; 
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Where  ν S′ 
 now represents the full rank null space component of the solution and the 
components of the vector  () 1 ν ρ×
 
 now correspond to the design variables within our 
optimization. 
  In our analysis we only wish to optimize the muscle forces, thus we rewrite 
pseudo-inverse solution to separate the components of the solution pertaining to the 
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Where  Po f
 
 and  Pm f
 
 represent the components of the particular or least squares solution 
pertaining to the reaction and muscle forces respectively. From this we can now define 
the general form of the optimization for the minimization of the forces generated by the 
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3.2.3.2  Activity Optimization 
  We now examine the optimization of the muscles activity. The normalized 
activity of a muscle,  i f , can be defined as the muscle force,  i f , divided by the maximal 
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Using equation (3.32) the muscle forces within our musculoskeletal system can be 
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Substituting equation (3.33) into the system equilibrium equation, (3.21), the following 
relationship is obtained. 
  [ ][ ] w == ⎡ ⎤ ⎣ ⎦ $W Ω fW f
  
       ( 3 . 3 4 )  
Equation (3.34) now represents the modified system equilibrium equation where now we 
wish to solve for the vector of normalized forces, f
 
.  This equation takes on the same 
form as the original system equilibrium equation, (3.21), thus we are able to implement 
the solution methodologies illustrated in the previous sections. The pseudo-inverse 
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Where  P f
 
 and Hz    represent the particular and homogenous components of the solution 
respectively.   The homogenous or null space component of the solution, Hz   , again is 
typically found to be rank deficient.  Thus using the singular value decomposition 
methodology discussed above, equations (3.24) thru (3.29), we are able to rewrite the 
pseudo-inverse solution. 
  P ′ =+ ffS ν
    
       ( 3 . 3 6 )  
We now separate the solution to take on the form of equation (3.30), separating the 
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Within our optimization we wish to minimize the activity of the muscles while 
constraining both the activity of the muscles and the absolute value of the normalized 
reaction forces to lie between zero and one. This will allow the muscles activities to be 
minimized yet remain positive and allow the reaction forces to take on both positive and 
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3.2.3.3  Optimization Solution Methodology 
  Both optimization schemes are implemented within MATLAB using the function 
fmincon.  This function uses a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) solution 
methodology, [24]. In this method, the function solves a quadratic programming (QP) 
sub-problem at each iteration. The general form of the function is illustrated below in 
Figure 25. [25] 
 
Figure 25: General form of the MATLAB function fmincon. 
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3.3  Model Implementation into a Graphical-User-Interface (GUI) 
  After the successful development of the mathematical model and the associated 
optimization solution scheme an interactive model of the system was developed in the 
form of a MATLAB Graphical-User-Interface (GUI) [26], see Figure 26.  Using the low-
resolution screw-theoretic model as a basis the GUI serves as a computational simulation 
tool, i.e. virtual prototype, inside which the bite and requisite muscle forces of the 
Smilodon can be analyzed. The GUI was developed to allow the user to parametrically 
analyze the muscles forces associated with an applied desired bite force. Within the GUI 
the user specifies the magnitude and location of the applied desired bite force and the 
location or location range of four separate muscles. The GUI then calculates the muscle 
forces need to produce the desired applied bite force.   
 
Figure 26:  MATLAB GUI developed for bite/ muscle force analysis of the Smilodon. 
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3.3.1  GUI Development and Use  
    Using the three dimensional CAD model developed from the CT scans of the 
animal, section 3.1.2, a two-dimensional representation of the cat was created, Figure 27.  
Figure 27: Two dimensional representation of the Smilodon used in MATLAB GUI 
The GUI was then set up and programmed to allow the user to vary several parameters 
and options, allowing for different forms of analyses. Variation of the muscle locations, 
bite force magnitude/ location, optimization routine, and simulation\ visualization modes 
were implemented.  Also note that the units that are used within the GUI are millimeters 
(mm), Newtons (N), and degrees (˚) representing length, force and angle respectively.   
  There are two simulation modes from which the user can choose, a static analysis 
mode, which solves the system at one particular jaw gape angle, and a stepped static 
analysis mode, which solves the system over a range of jaw gape angles.  The GUI 
interface for the selection of the simulation mode is shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: GUI simulation mode selection. 
After choosing the appropriate simulation mode, the location, orientation, and magnitude 
of the of the applied desired bite force, Figure 29, and the location of the four muscles 
within the system, Figure 30, can be defined. 
 
Figure 29:  Creation of the applied bite force within the MATLAB GUI. 
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Figure 30: Muscle creation within the MATLAB GUI 
One can now select the muscles within the system to be active or passive during the 
simulation. The origin/ insertion connection points of the muscles can now also be 
modified to be a single point or to lie with in a specified range range, Figure 31. 
 
Figure 31: Muscle activity and origin/ insertion point options. 
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Choosing a muscle to be passive will result in its calculated muscle force to be equal to 
zero. Selecting the origin or insertion points to lie within a range will result in the GUI 
solving for every possible combination of muscle points, yielding a range of muscle force 
solutions.  After the appropriate selection of the various bite force and muscle parameters 
the orientation and jaw gape angles can be selected, Figure 32.  Depending on the 
selected simulation mode one can choose the orientation angle and jaw gape angle for a 
single static analysis or the orientation angle, the initial jaw gape angle, the final jaw gape 
angle, and the angle step for a stepped static analysis.  It is important to note that the 
orientation angle no affect on the simulation and is only used to rotate the two-
dimensional representation of the skull within the display plane, all calculations are 
performed in the inertial () , oo X Y  coordinate system.          
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Figure 32: Definition of the orientation and jaw gape angles within the MATLAB GUI. 
The simulation is now ready to be run, the user can now choose which optimization 
routine to use and which resultant data to display, Figure 33. Note that if the activity 
optimization routine is used the user must also define the maximum muscle and reaction 
forces within the GUI.     
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Figure 33: GUI plot and optimization options.  
   After running the simulation the results are displayed on the right half of the GUI.  
If a single static analysis is executed the results are displayed as text (Figure 34). 
Correspondingly if a stepped static analysis is performed a graph displaying the forces/ 
activities as a function of jaw gape angle is displayed (Figure 35).   Also information 
pertaining to the performance of the optimization routine is displayed within the results 
window, if a feasible solution is found a message saying “feasible solution found within 
specified tolerances” will be displayed, and if a feasible solution is not found the message 
will read “feasible solution not found”.       
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Figure 34: Simulation results from MATLAB GUI, single static analysis. 
 
Figure 35: Simulation results from MATLAB GUI, stepped static analysis. 
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3.3.2       GUI Solution Validation 
  In this section a simple example simulation is performed to validate the accuracy 
of the GUI solution results.   We consider the system to have only one active muscle i.e. 
... m DOF n = ; as a result of this the mathematical model will have a unique solution 
which can be solved for analytically.   We set up the system to take on the configuration 
shown in Figure 36.   
 
Figure 36: Schematic for GUI solution validation. 
The system can be solved analytically using a simple static analysis, thus given the above 
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 We now set up the MATLAB GUI to perform the above simulation, thus we set up the 
model to have one active muscle and apply the applied bite force at the appropriate 
location, Figure 37.   
Figure 37: Illustration of MATLB GUI setup for the simple example outlined above. 
It is important to note that the muscles forces in the system are considered to be positive 
during contraction.  Thus the muscle and reaction forces calculated by the GUI will be 
opposite in sign to those calculated in the analytic solution.   This can be seen in the GUI 
simulation results below, Figure 38 and Figure 39.     
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Figure 38: Muscle force results from GUI simulation. 
 
Figure 39: Reaction force results from GUI simulation. 
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It can be seen from the above figures that the resultant muscle and reaction forces are the 
forces that were to be expected from the simulation, calculating the muscle force and X 
and Y reaction forces to be 3200 N, 0 N, and -2200 N respectively.  Thus, the GUI and 
supporting theoretical model can now be used to analyze more complex musculoskeletal 
problems and provide a basis upon which higher-order musculoskeletal models and 
analysis tools can be developed.   
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4  Virtual Model Simulation and Analysis Framework 
   The next step undertook in the musculoskeletal system analysis of the saber-
toothed cat was the implementation into a virtual simulation, control, and analysis 
framework.  The aim of this implementation was to provide a basis for the real-time, 
hard-ware-in-the-loop simulation of a mechanical model of the system.   In this section 
we examine the development of a Simulink analysis framework for virtual simulation of 
a simplified mechanical model of the animal.   The Simulink model uses the 
mathematical solution scheme developed in the previous chapter as its main solution 
engine and can be used in conjunction with the MATLAB GUI to analyze the associated 
musculoskeletal system.   
4.1  SIMULINK Framework 
Figure 40 depicts the Simulink model used in the simulation. This model was set up to 
take user supplied information, such as desired bite force, jaw rotation, and maximum 
muscle/ reaction forces, and calculate the muscle forces necessary to produce those 
desired characteristics.  The calculated muscle forces are then fed into an 
MSC.VisualNastran4D simulation model and applied as actuator forces.  The 
VisualNastran simulation then returns the resultant bite force generated by the model.  
This along with other information pertaining to the reaction forces and jaw rotation can 
then be compared to the user supplied information and the results from the theoretical 
solution.   Figure 41 depicts a general flow of information within the Simulink model.    
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Figure 40: SIMULINK model for virtual simulation analysis. 
  
 
Figure 41: Data/ Information flow within the SIMULINK model. 
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4.1.1  User Inputs 
  The Simulink model provides the interface inside which all the user supplied 
inputs are defined.   There are three main input blocks within the model, the jaw gape 
angle block, the applied bite force block and the muscle force solver block.   Each of 
these blocks is implemented as masked subsystems [27]. Each subsystem is linked to a 
MATLAB GUI providing input interfaces for  the  system.  Figure 42 depicts the 
components of the jaw gape angle block.  
 
Figure 42: Jaw Gape Angle input block - subsystem and input GUI.   
  The input GUI associated with the block provides an interactive interface for the 
definition of the simulation time,  t ∆ ,  and the response of the jaw gape angle over time, 
() t θ .   The jaw gape angle curve can be defined either as a time dependent equation, or 
by parametrically moving various points within the curve plot.   After saving the desired 
simulation time and jaw gape curve the defined simulation time is set as the Simulink 
model’s stop time and a MATLAB data file (.mat) is saved.  The data file is used by the 
block’s subsystem to provide the jaw gape angle at the current simulation time.      
  Similar to the jaw angle input block, the applied bite force block allows for the 
definition of the applied desired bite force in the system.   The input GUI and block    
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subsystem seen in Figure 43 are used to define of the components of the applied desired 
bite force in the upper jaw coordinate frame,  () () ()
T UU U
xy tF t F t ⎡ ⎤ = ⎣ ⎦ F
 
.  Within the 
GUI the bite force can be defined in the same manner as the jaw angle curve, either by 
equation or by parametric variation of various plot points.  The GUI then saves a data file 
for use within the block subsystem to provide the desired bite force at the current 
simulation time.    
 
Figure 43: Applied bite force input block - subsystem and input GUI. 
   
4.1.2  Muscle Force Solver  
  The muscle force solver block within the Simulink model has two main purposes.  
The first is the definition of the muscle (actuator) locations at  0 θ = , and the definition of 
the  maximum muscle and reaction forces within the system.   The second purpose that 
the block serves is the calculation and optimization of the muscle forces present in the 
model.          
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Figure 44: Muscle force solver block - subsystem and input GUI. 
Figure 44 depicts the components of the muscle force solver block.   The purpose of the 
input GUI is to provide the initial muscle locations and maximum forces in the system.   
That information along with the information pertaining to the applied bite force and jaw 
angle is fed into the solver block’s subsystem.  The subsystem is linked to a screw-
theoretic modeling and activity optimization routine which is similar to the ones 
implemented during the development of the mathematical model and MATLAB GUI 
seen in Chapter 3.   The subsystem outputs the muscle and reaction forces calculated by 
the optimization routine.  The calculated muscle forces are then sent to the VisualNastran 
block and implemented as actuator forces within the VisualNastran model.    If at any 
time step the optimization routine cannot find a feasible solution the Simulink simulation 
will terminate.  This functionality is performed by the feasible solution check block 
depicted below in Figure 45.      
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Figure 45: Feasible solution check – subsystem block parameters. 
Along with the calculated muscle and reaction forces the muscle force solver block 
returns an optimality flag.  This flag is an output from the fimincon MATLAB 
optimization function, discussed in section 3.2.3, and its value represents whether or not a 
feasible solution was found during the optimization.  Within the feasible solution check 
block this flag value is examined to ensure that a feasible solution is found.  If a feasible 
solution is not found the simulation will stop, and if feasible solution is found the 
simulation will continue and pass the muscle force values to the VisualNastran model. 
For more information of the meanings of the optimality flag refer to the MATLAB 
Optimization Toolbox Users Guide, [25]. 
4.1.3  MSC.VisualNastran4D Model 
  Simulink has the capability of dynamic in-the-loop communication and data 
transfer with the VisualNastran (VN) model, thus the VN model is executed as part of the 
Simulink simulation.  A VisualNastran block is implemented within the Simulink model,    
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linking the various inputs and outputs of the VN model with the Simulink simulation, see 
Figure 46. 
Figure 46: VisualNastran simulation block – subsystem and block parameters. 
The VN model in the simulation provides a virtual representation of a simplified two-
dimensional model of the Smilodon; inside which the muscles are represented using 
linear actuators and the jaw joint is modeled as a revolute joint, see Figure 47.  The 
geometry used in the VN simulation is identical to the two-dimensional representation 
generated from the CT scans of the animal and implemented in the MATLAB GUI seen 
in section 3.3.       
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Figure 47: Visual Nastan simulation model. 
Within the VN model the locations of the muscles must be manually entered to match 
those defined within the muscle force solver GUI (Figure 44).  Also the initial jaw 
rotation angle must be defined manually to match the initial theta angle (at  0 t = ) defined 
within the jaw angle curve GUI (Figure 42).   During the VN simulation the bite force 
generated by the model is measured by analyzing the contact force between the tooth and 
an arbitrary piece of material at each time step of the simulation, see Figure 48.    
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Figure 48: Bite force measurement within VisualNastran simulation. 
  The measured contact force is the resultant force generated by the muscles at the 
point of contact. Where the point of contact is now the tip of the tooth on the upper jaw, 
thus we call this measured contact force the “bite force” applied by the system.  The 
materials in contact, the upper jaw and contacting material, were modeled to have 
coefficients of friction equal to one and coefficients of restitution equal to zero, such that 
their interaction closely represented a “pure contact”.    By appropriately moving the 
arbitrary object we can measure the contact force over the desired range of jaw angles, 
and the measured bite force can then be analyzed and compared to the applied bite force. 
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4.2  Simulation and Results of Analysis Framework 
  The section examines the application, performance and robustness of the 
Simulink analysis framework outlined in the preceding sections.   Within the context of 
four example simulations the performance of the framework in response to the variation 
of the jaw gape angle curve and applied desired bite force will be examined.   Using 
identical set up parameters, i.e. muscle locations, simulation time … etc, the measured 
bite force is examined for compliance with the desired bite force.  
  For all the example simulations performed below the muscle locations, maximum 
forces, simulation time, simulation time step, and initial jaw gape angle are identical.  
The initial muscle locations and maximum forces used in the simulation are set within the 
muscle force solver block (Figure 44) and can been seen in Figure 49.     
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Figure 49: Initial muscle locations and maximum muscle/reaction forces used in example simulations. 
The four simulations performed will consist of the four possible combinations of 
applying a constant or varying jaw gape angle and a constant or varying applied bite 
force.  The simulation parameters pertaining to the jaw angle and applied bite force for 
the four simulations can be seen below in Figure 50.     
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Figure 50: Jaw gape angle and applied bite force values for example simulations. 
Also all simulations are performed over a simulation time of 0.5 seconds with a time step 
equal to 0.005 seconds.    
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4.2.1  Simulation 1 - Constant Angle/ Constant Force 
  This simulation was set up such that the jaw gape angle and applied desired bite 
force remain constant over the simulation with values of 30˚ and 1000 N respectively.    
The results of the simulation returned by the VN model can be seen below in Figure 51. 
 
Figure 51: Simulation 1 – VisualNastran simulation results. 
The results of the VN model were saved and examined within MATLAB for compliance 
with the desired bite force; these results are shown below in Figure 52.    
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Figure 52: Simulation 1 results examined within MATLAB. 
 
4.2.2  Simulation 2 - Constant Angle/ Varying Force 
  The second simulation was set up such that the jaw gape angle remained constant 
at 30˚ and the applied bite force linearly decreased from 1000 N to 500 N over the course 
of the simulation.  Figure 53 depicts the results from the VN simulation model and Figure 
54 shows how the measured bite force compares to that of the applied bite force.      
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Figure 53: Simulation 2 – VisualNastran simulation results. 
 
Figure 54: Simulation 2 results examined within MATLAB. 
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4.2.3  Simulation 3 - Varying Angle/ Constant Force 
  Within the third simulation the jaw gape angle was defined such that it linearly 
decreased from 30˚ to 0˚ and the applied bite force was defined to remain constant at 
1000 N throughout the simulation.   The simulation results from the VN model and their 
comparison to the applied bite force are shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56 respectively.   
 
Figure 55: Simulation 3 – VisualNastran simulation results. 
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Figure 56: Simulation 3 results examined within MATLAB. 
 
4.2.4  Simulation 4 - Varying Angle/ Varying Force 
  The final simulation was set up such that the both the jaw gape angle and applied 
bite force linearly decreased over the course of the simulation. Both ranges were set as 
the same as the ranges defined in the previous to simulations with the jaw gape angle 
deceasing from 30˚to 0˚ and the applied bite force from 1000 N to 500 N.  The simulation 
results are shown below in Figure 57 and Figure 58.    
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Figure 57: Simulation 4 – VisualNastran simulation results. 
 
Figure 58: Simulation 4 results examined within MATLAB. 
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4.2.5  Simulation Summary 
  Overall the various simulations were successful, in that they were able to produce 
the desired bite forces over a range of jaw angles and applied bite forces with minimal 
errors.   Figure 59 is a plot of the force magnitude errors present in the example 
simulations and Figure 60 displays a table of the maximum and average errors present in 
the simulations.   
 
Figure 59: Force magnitude error plots for all four example simulations. 
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Figure 60: Force magnitude error experienced during simulations. 
  In examining the force magnitude errors for the four simulations we see that the 
maximum error is about 10% and the maximum average error is found to be about 4.5%.  
We also notice that the maximum errors occur at the same point in time during all four 
simulations (Figure 59).   Since the bite force was measured as a contact force within the 
VN model these “error peaks” can be attributed to the “settling” of the VN simulation 
model.   It is also important to note that simulations in which the jaw angle was held at a 
constant (simulations 1 & 2) exhibited less error than the simulations in which the jaw 
angle was varied over a specified range (simulations 3 & 4).   This can be attributed to 
the fact the arbitrary contacting material had to be translated and rotated at each time step 
in order to ensure its proper position and orientation in relation to the skull (upper jaw).     
Thus it can be assumed that the errors present in the system are results of the VN 
simulation and not due to the driving mathematical/ Simulink framework.    Again overall 
the simulations were successful at producing the desired bite forces over a range of jaw 
angles and desired forces. Thus we feel that this framework provides a solid basis for the 
development of a mechanical prototype and eventual hardware-in-the-loop simulation 
applied to various bite and muscle force analyses.    
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Design of a Bite-Testing Mechanical Prototype 
  To support the computational/ mathematical model and simulation framework 
discussed in the previous sections a mechanical bite testing prototype is currently being 
completed.  This mechanical model will provide a test-bed from which iterative and 
repeated what-if studies for bite and muscle force analyses can be performed. 
   The aim of the design was to develop a mechanism in which dentition castings of 
various large felines can be mounted and their biting actions simulated, analyzed, and 
compared.  The initial design was developed for manual operation with eventual 
implementation of real-time computer control.   With the implementation of computer 
control the mechanical model would become part of the Simulink analysis framework 
and would facilitate hardware-in-the-loop simulations that would be performed in 
conjunction with the VN model and MATLAG GUI analyses.   Figure 61 illustrates how 
the mechanical model can be implemented in conjunction with the other analysis modules 
to analyze the bite and muscle forces associated with a given musculoskeletal system.   
The rest of this section will delve into the aspects of the design and development of the 
mechanical prototype and its implementation into to the analysis framework.    
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Figure 61:   Information flow chart of overall analysis framework. 
 
4.3  Mechanism Design 
 
Figure 62: Final design of bite-testing mechanical prototype. 
  Figure 62 shows the final design of the mechanical prototype.  There were several 
requirements that had to be addressed during the design of this mechanism.  The first 
being the ability to mount the various dentition castings developed from CT scans of    
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actual large felines (tiger, lion, saber-toothed cat… etc).  This ability allows for bite 
testing on a range of animals, enabling scientists to compare results and infer behavioral 
characteristics about extinct animals (e.g. Smilodon) based on simulations performed on 
animals that are alive today (e.g. lions and tigers).  Figure 63   depicts examples of these 
dentitions created in SolidWorks.   
 
Figure 63: Examples of dentitions mounted on mechanism created from CT scans of a Saber-
Toothed Cat modeled in SolidWorks. 
  In order for the mechanism to accept a wide variety of jaw castings it had to be 
adjustable, such that it allowed for the appropriate positioning of the various dentitions.  
This included the location of the rotational axis/ joint in relation to the lower jaw and the 
location of the upper and lower jaws in relation to each another.  This adjustability 
resulted in the mechanism having five degrees of freedom relating to the location of the 
dentitions.  After proper positioning of the dentitions the mechanism locks the dentitions    
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in place such that during use they do not move.   This adjustability and locking ability is 
illustrated in Figure 64 and Figure 65. 
 
Figure 64:  Mechanism adjustability for relating the lower jaw and rotation axis. 
 
Figure 65: Mechanism adjustability for proper positioning of the upper and lower jaw dentitions. 
The mechanism went through several design stages during its development.   Due to the 
high amount of forces the mechanism is required to withstand and apply the design stages 
enveloped changing the mechanism to comply with these force requirements.   The    
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various design stages and the changes implemented within each stage are illustrated 
below in Figure 66. 
 
Figure 66: Mechanical prototype – various design stages and modifications. 
  The use of the mechanism entails either manual or computer operation such that 
the mechanism simulates a biting motion.    During manual operation the user moves the 
leaver arm of the mechanism to simulate the biting motion. Alternatively during 
computer control the biting motion will be performed by a cable-pulley mechanism 
connected to the leaver arm of the prototype and various motors and sensors will be 
implemented to monitor and control the mechanism.   The underlying goal behind the 
development of this mechanical prototype is the eventual implementation of several    
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redundant actuators which can be used in conjunction with the mathematical model to 
simulate various biting actions and forces.        
4.4  Mechanical Prototype - Design Analysis  
  During the development of the mechanical prototype several design analyses were 
performed.   These analyses included both manual calculations and computer simulations 
relating to the analysis of the necessary cable/ actuator forces and material strength 
requirements. 
 
Figure 67 : Force schematic of bite testing mechanism. 
The main analysis performed was a static force/ torque analysis used to analyze the cable 
force and motor torque necessary to produce a desired bite force.  This analysis was also 
used in conjunction with a GUI to optimize the location of the pulley mechanism and to 
aid in material selection of the mechanism.  Figure 67 represents the force diagram 
schematic used during this analysis.  The idea behind this analysis was that given an    
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external applied bite force,  b F , we whish to solve for the required cable force  c F  and the 
shaft torque τ .  We first define the static force balance equation, (4.1). 
  0
mb
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Σ= × + ×+ ×=
        
                  (4.1) 
Where  mb b b m m rFrF τ =×+×
       is the torque component generated by the applied bite force 
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Where  cx r  and  cy r  are the x and y locations of the cable on the lever arm and the angle γ  
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     (4.3) 
The variables  x s ,  y s , and  s rad  respectively represent the x and y location and the shaft 
radius of the pulley mechanism.   Using equations (4.2) and (4.3) we can now define the 
shaft torque necessary to produce the desired bite force.     
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  ( ) s C rad F τ =        (4.4) 
This system of equations was implemented into a MATLAB GUI to allow for an iterative 
design analysis based on updating various design parameters, such as the pulley location, 
bite force and shaft radius.   The GUI calculates the various quantities over a range of 
defined gape angles such that performance of the mechanism can be examined over its 
desired operation range.   Using the GUI, depicted in Figure 68, the cable force , c F  , the 
shaft torque τ ,  the angle γ , and the location of the cable connection point  c r  were 
examined over a range of jaw gape angles.  The information colleted from this static 
force analysis coupled with the use of the GUI aided in the design of the lever arm and 
pulley mechanism.      
 
Figure 68: Figure of force/ torque analysis GUI    
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5  Future Works 
  The continuation of the development and application of the simulation models 
and analysis framework seen within the context of this effort can be undertaken in a 
variety of directions. 
  The first is the completion of the manufacturing of the mechanical bite-testing 
prototype discussed in chapter 0 (Figure 66).  The prototype is currently in the 
preliminary manufacturing stages, with actual machining and assembly to be initiated.  
Upon its completion the prototype can then be implemented into a real-time hardware-in-
the-loop analysis framework similar to the Simulink framework discussed in chapter 4, 
where the VisualNastran model can now be replaced with or simulated in parallel with 
the bite-testing mechanical model.  Such a framework is outlined in Figure 69 and more 
details are discussed within the conference paper completed in conjunction with this 
effort [28]. 
 
Figure 69:  Possible real-time hardware-in-the-loop analysis frame work. 
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  We also wish to extend the screw-theoretic modeling framework, discussed in 
detail in section 3.2, to encompass three dimensions.   This would add another degree of 
complexity and realism to the musculoskeletal system model allowing for the 
development of an additional analysis GUI, similar to the one developed in section 3.3. 
Where now the actual three dimensional representation of the skull/ mandible structure of 
the animal (Figure 20) can be implemented.   The development of three-dimensional 
screw-theoretic model would also allow for the development of an additional analysis 
framework (Chapter 4) where now a three-dimensional virtual representation of system 
can be implemented within VisualNastran (e.g. Figure 21).  This also allows for the 
redesign of the bite-testing mechanism to incorporate multiple actuators which can be 
directly linked to the calculated muscle forces from the screw-theoretic model via a real-
time hardware-in-the-loop analysis framework.     
  Lastly we wish to explore the implementation of more accurate physiological 
muscle models.   Currently the maximum muscle force is the only physiological muscle 
property incorporated into the screw-theoretic model (section 3.2.3.2).  Information 
pertaining to physiological muscle properties could allow users (e.g. scientists) to infer 
what types of muscles are needed to produce the applied bite force, and thus determine if 
in fact the animal could actually produce the necessary muscle forces.  We have begun to 
make some headway into incorporating these properties into our analysis framework.  
Using Virtual Muscle, [29, 30], the physiological properties of the muscles can be 
modeled within a similar Simulink analysis framework and can be used in conjunction 
with the developed screw-theoretic model and optimization routines to apply the muscle 
forces to virtual musculoskeletal system.   This analysis is still in the preliminary research    
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stages and requires further exploration.  Figure 70 below depicts some of the initial 
analysis frameworks developed within the context of the implementation of Virtual 
Muscle.   
 
Figure 70: Preliminary Virtual muscle GUI and Simulink model developed during exploration of 
incorporation of physiological muscle properties into the musculoskeletal system analysis framework. 
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6  Discussion and Conclusions 
  Within the context of this thesis a screw-theoretic modeling and analysis 
framework for the examination and simulation of musculoskeletal systems was 
developed.   A brief discussion of the recent advancements in computational simulation 
and analysis tools, their impacts on the engineering community, and their possible 
application into the analysis of musculoskeletal systems was given.   The use and 
application of traditional articulated mechanical system simulation tools and more recent 
musculoskeletal analysis packages were examined, and found to be inadequate for 
developing musculoskeletal system models that could be implemented into a rapid real-
time simulation framework.  While being extremely successful at handling typical 
relatively simple engineering based simulations and extending them into a real-time 
analysis framework, the traditional articulated mechanical systems tools experienced 
difficulties when encountering more complex phenomena, such as complex geometries 
and system redundancy (concepts readily seen within musculoskeletal systems). 
Contrastingly the more recent musculoskeletal analysis tools (e.g. SIMM, AnyBody) 
posses the ability to model and simulate complex musculoskeletal systems but require 
extensive physiological knowledge and a considerable amount of programming/ coding 
to successfully analyze any given musculoskeletal system.  Thus the implementation of 
such systems into a rapid real-time analysis framework was found to be extremely 
difficult due to the high levels of modeling and simulation detail required.  From this we 
defined the overall objective of this effort – the development of computational tools that 
can analyze a redundant musculoskeletal system with (i) adequate degree of speed and    
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(ii) accurate redundancy resolution, so that they may be employed in a real-time model 
based control framework. 
  The development of such tools was analyzed within the context of a specific case 
scenario – the musculoskeletal analysis of the jaw closure of the Smilodon.   An 
appropriate mathematical system model was first developed using screw-theoretic 
modeling methodologies typically seen within the context of the analysis of parallel 
robotic manipulators.  The screw-theoretic modeling framework provided a convenient 
computational basis for the representation of the musculoskeletal system and 
implementation of adequate (rapid) redundancy resolution and muscle optimization 
schemes.  The musculoskeletal system was represented using a two-dimensional model 
developed from three-dimensional CAD geometry generated from actual fossil records. 
Within the model the jaw motion was represented as a pure rotation and the muscle 
forces were modeled to act on lines of action joining the origin and insertion points of 
their respective muscles.  The inherent redundancy present in the system was resolved 
using a typical pseudo-inverse solution methodology coupled with an optimization 
scheme which minimized muscle forces or activities while constraining the forces to 
remain positive.  To further examine the application and performance of the screw-
theoretic analysis framework a detailed MATLAB GUI and Simulink model were 
developed.    
  The MATLAB GUI was developed to allow the parametric analysis of the muscle 
forces necessary to produce a desired bite force within the musculoskeletal system.   The 
GUI was programmed such that a user can vary the locations and/or location ranges of 
four muscles within the system and examine their performance at either a single jaw gape    
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angle or over a user specified range of gape angles.   Parameters pertaining to the 
magnitude, orientation, and application of the given desired bite force, model orientation, 
maximum muscle forces, optimization routine, and results visualization were also 
implemented.  The GUI solution was validated using a simple one degree-of-freedom 
analysis to which an analytical solution could be found.   The results from the GUI and 
the analytic solution were found to comply completely.  
  The Simulink analysis framework was employed to simulate a virtual 
representation of the Smilodon skull/ jaw musculoskeletal system.   The virtual model 
(virtual prototype) of the system was created inside MSC.VisualNatran4D using the same 
two-dimensional geometric representation as the MATLAB GUI.  Within this model the 
muscles were represented as linear actuators and a revolute joint was used to simulate the 
skull/ mandible interaction.  Within the Simulink model the user defines the desired bite 
force and jaw gape angle over the specified simulation time.  Using the developed screw-
theoretic modeling/ analysis framework as its main solution engine the Simulink model 
calculates the muscle forces necessary to produce the desired bite force.   The 
VisualNastran model applies these muscle forces as inputs to the linear actuators and 
measures the bite force (tooth contact force) of the model.   This measured bite force is 
then compared to the applied desired bite force.   Overall the Simulink framework was 
successful in simulating the system.  The performance of the model was examined over a 
range of both constant and varying bite forces and constant and varying jaw gape angles.   
When compared to the desired bite forces the measured bite forces were found to contain 
a maximum error of ten percent (10%) with a maximum average error of around five 
percent (5%).   From these results we felt that the Simulink model provided a solid basis    
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for the implementation of the analysis framework into real-time hardware-in-the-loop 
simulations, thus a mechanical bite-testing prototype was designed.  
  The mechanical bite-testing prototype was designed to accept a variety of 
dentitions, allowing for the bite-testing on a wide range of animals.   The initial design 
was developed for manual operation with eventual implementation of mechanical 
operation and computer control, allowing for adaptation into hardware-in-the-loop 
simulations to be used in conjunction with the screw-theoretic and Simulink analysis 
frameworks.  It is important to mention that this is an ongoing effort with the 
manufacturing and implementation of the bite-testing prototype into a real-time 
hardware-in-the-loop test bed to be completed.  There also exists the extension of this 
work into the development of higher order models and simulations tools.    
  In conclusion we feel the modeling and analysis frameworks developed within the 
context of this work show significant promise at speeding up the overall musculoskeletal 
system analysis process and provides a strong foundation for the development of new 
rapid real-time musculoskeletal simulation tools. 
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Appendix 
A.1  Jacobian Analysis of a  RRP Serial Chain Manipulator 
  Considering the RRP (revolute–revolute–prismatic) serial chain manipulator 
below, Figure 71, the screw–based Jacobian can be found.  
 
Figure 71: RRP Serial Chain Manipulator 
Upon inspection of the manipulator we can see that the system possesses three degrees of 
freedom and by using equations (2.22) and (2.24) we can define the manipulators total 



















       (A.1) 
Where the components end effector twist vector, represent the angular velocity of the 
end-effector, n ω , and the linear velocity,  0 v , of a point in the end-effector that is 
instantaneously coincident with the origin of the fixed reference frame,  0 o . The column 
vectors of Jacobian matrix of the system,  123 ˆˆˆ ⎡ ⎤ = ⎣ ⎦ J$ $$ , now correspond to the unit 
screws associated with the first revolute joint,  1 ˆ $ , the second revolute and,  2 ˆ $ , and the 
prismatic joint,  3 ˆ $ .   
  The next step in the analysis is to define the unit screws associated with each joint 
in the RRP chain.  Equation (2.10) defines a general unit screw, and from this we are able 
to define these unit screws.  The associated joints in this example take on the form of 
either a revolute or a prismatic joint.  A revolute joint can be represented in screw-
coordinates as a screw with zero pitch, 0 λ = , whose screw-axis points along the axis of 
the joint.  Similarly a prismatic joint can be defined as a screw with infinite pitch,λ = ∞, 
whose screw axis points along the sliding direction of the prismatic joint. Incorporating 
these relations into equation (2.10) we obtain the representations of a general unit screw 







= ⎢⎥ × ⎣⎦
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ru          (A.2)    
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Figure 72: Position and Direction Vectors of RRP Manipulator 
  Figure 72 above depicts the unit direction vectors,  1 ˆ u ,  2 ˆ u ,  3 ˆ u , and the position 
vectors,  1 e r   ,   2 e r   , associated with the joints in the RPR chain.  The coordinate frame 
() 00 ', ' x y  represents the point in the end-effector that is instantaneously coincident with 
fixed reference frame.  Algebraically these quantities can be represented as the following. 
  [] 12 ˆˆ 001
T == uu        (A.4) 
  () () 31 2 1 2 ˆ cos sin 0
T
θθ = ⎡⎤ ⎣⎦ u        (A.5)    
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           (A.7) 
  () () 21 2 1 2 cos sin 0
T
e dd θθ =−⎡⎤ ⎣⎦ r          (A.8) 
Combining equations (A.1) thru (A.8) we are able to define the Jacobian of the RRP 
serial chain.  
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     (A.9) 
Using the methodology explored in the above example, the Jacobian of any serial chain 
architecture can be derived, thus relating the joint and task spaces of the articulated 
system. 